A SYNOPSIS OF THE WHEELING AND STANDISH FALSE ALARM

"EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!" GC 594. "THE OMEGA OF APOTASY!" wants NO SPLIT between WISE and FOOLISH in the MIDNIGHT HOUR. They fool MILLIONS when they HUNT and CONNIVE to PALM off the IDEA that the LAODICEAN CHURCH will plunge STRAIGHT INTO THE "LOUD CRY!" without any "SHAKING-SEALING!" nor "SEPARATION!"

THEY MUST HUNT AND PIGEONHOLE

ENDLESS REFERENCES to SUCKER THEIR PEOPLE into STAYING with the ROTTEN (T8:250. TM 446-7) "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" (EW 15. WTF 12,14.) in its "OMEGA HOUR!" When they must SURELY KNOW that those who STAY THERE - THE LORD WILL SLAY THERE -!! There are 100 REFERENCES but we need only ONE -!! T5:211. That was about the ONLY THING the "SHEPHERD'S ROD!" was RIGHT ON - but they were OUT in "TIME-PLACE-CIRCUMSTANCES!"

THE CHURCH BECAME FRANTIC AND CHOSE

CONNIVERS like WHEELING and STANDISH (and AFFILIATES!) to ECHO EACH OTHER. WROTE A WHOLE BOOK to DENY what is as PLAIN-AS-YOUR-FACE in T5:211. They CHANGED and MESSED AROUND with OTHER REFERENCES that say the SAME THING - what will befall this "JERUSALEM!" WORSE THAN "JERUSALEM!" OF OLD! (See ORIGINAL TEXT 1884 GC 37-8. COMPARE WITH YOUR GC 36-7)

OF COURSE THESE GENTRY HATE LIKE POISON

TO BE SHOWN THE BOOKS HAVE BEEN CHANGED FOR THIS VERY REASON -!! To make "SPAWN OUT!" look like "GOING THROUGH!" SR. WHITE SAID: "THROUGH TO HELL!" (WRITE FOR FREE COPY OR FIND IT IN RH August 1, 1893.) OFFICIAL "ADVENTISM!" wrote a Book called: "ISSUES!" STANDISH CONSORTIUM REPLIED WITH: "ISSUES CLARIFIED" (246 pages from: "HOPE INTERNATIONAL" P.O. Box 940, EATONVILLE, WA. 98328. $5.95 U.S.)

IN WHICH THEY MAKE SUCH RIDICULOUS STATEMENTS AS:
**Midnight Cry**

3½ Years

**Court Week**

3½ Years

** Loud Cry**


**Sealing Straight Testimony**

We said the same thing when they were crazy.

We said the same thing when they were crazy.

**Flying Saucers. Raise the Dead. Miracle-Healings. GC 824. SM 2:51-55. MM 88.**

**Close of All Probation**

In this period we have 7 “Last Plagues!” All probation is closed. There is no salvation in the time of the plagues.

Uriah Smith - copying from Catholic and Presbyterian Sources

- has hope, when there is no hope - in the “Battle of Arm-
SATAN APPEARS WITH SUNDAY LAW. GC 624-5. ADVENTISTS.

HUGE INCULCATION PROGRAM. REVELATION SEMINARS.

OMETGA OF APOSTASY SM 1.204-5

7 LAST PLAGUES!

REJECT BOTH "HE KNOW NOT WHAT WE BELIEVE!"

MICHAEL JONAS

HISPANISTAL - ON THE 8TH PLAGUE, NO ONE CAN TAKE THE RIGHT SIDE THEN!

CHRIST-MESSIAH

SHAKING-SHAME. STRAIGHT-TEST-
"THE ALPHA OF APOSTASY...was DEFEATED because the Prophet was able to persuade the LEADERS to "MEET IT!" HEAD-ON like an ICEBERG!" (OUR EMPHASIS ADDED.) p.71. So it was "DEFEATED!" - WAS IT ?? ?? That is the SAME KIND OF BULL PEDDLED BY OLD FROM in his "DEALING IN THE POSITIVE!" They are actually "DEALING IN THE NEGATIVE!" and know it not. Because it is "POSITIVELY WRITTEN" - "I am to meet the danger "POSITIVELY!"...ONE THING WILL FOLLOW ANOTHER!" Series B2:6. "LIVING TEMPLE!"...will break out AGAIN and AGAIN (like BALAAMI)!..."ONE THING IT IS CERTAIN ...THE GREAT APOSTASY, which is DEVELOPING and INCREASING and WAXING STRONGER, and WILL CONTINUE TO DO DO SO until the Lord shall descend from Heaven with a "SHOUT!" Series B7:36,56-7.

THAT IS JUST A SAMPLE OF THE LIES FROM STANDISH AFFILIATES who see only "APOSTASY!" from the Days of "DESMOND FORD!" Before that EVERYTHING was "HUNKY-DORY!" "FORD!" was the FRAUD-SWINDLER-HUMBUG-HEX - (Not the Adventist Church Leaders) - NO! NO! NO! They go along with PRE-FORD ADVENTISM!

BUT PRE-FORD ADVENTISM CALLED FOR WHAT "THE CHART!" CALLS FOR! They want to PLUNGE STRAIGHT into "THE LOUD CRY!" "FINISH THE WORK! "AND GO HOME!"

THIS WAS THE MESSAGE OF "THE BIG 3!" KORAH, DATHAN and ABIRAM: "THE CONGREGATION ARE HOLY, EVERY ONE OF THEM!" NUMBERS 16:3. "SPAWN OUT!" means "GOING THROUGH!" "WE ARE WELL ABLE TO TAKE THE LAND!" THE GREATEST MIRACLE IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD TOOK PLACE. YOU REMEMBER ??? THIS HISTORY TO BE REPEATED! THE COMMAND WAS: "SEPARATE YOURSELVES!" SOP 1:300. MOSES was "VERY WROTH!" as he gave that COMMAND! Sr. WHITE was "VERY WROTH!" as she wrote - in 1905. LONG BEFORE "FORD!" was A GLEAM IN HIS FATHER'S EYE! "...trying to guide the MEDICAL SHIP into the HARBOR...CHRIST CALLS, COME "OUT!" FROM AMONG THEM AND BE YE "SEPARATE!" Series B7:63. 1905. SOP 1:306.

THIS IS THE LAST MESSAGE!